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through the founders of the Ascended Masters Mystery School 

Living Presence to Presence 

Part I 

You are invited to walk on your Earth as your God Presence so you can 

demonstrate what it looks and feels like to live, love and create as fully conscious 

beings in Unity Consciousness. It is in living in Oneness with the Presence of each 

other that you will have the magnetic strength within your hearts to attract the 

Source Love and Light that is necessary for establishing a new Golden Age on 

your blessed Earth. The Golden Age relationships, families and communities that 

you are invited to create can then act as templates for establishing many larger 

Cities of Light across your globe. These Cities can only be created in your world 

when the great majority of your consciousness has moved into such unconditional 

love that you are experiencing that Divine Love as your true and primary essence. 

The Masters within the Councils of Shamballa 

Living Presence to Presence is the glorious 

opportunity that is presently being made 

available to every soul on Earth. It is an 

invitation that involves your active agreement 

and participation. It is your alliance with your 

Presence that is ultimately going to take you and 

all of humanity into Unity Consciousness on the 

5th dimension. That dimension has the capacity 

to support both your uniqueness as an individual 

as well as your co-joined abilities to sustain a 

new Golden Age. Only your collective field of 

Divine Love, which is always in union with 

Divine Light, has the power to fully magnetize the hearts, minds and bodies of 

humanity into their Presence and into the 5th dimension where all of life is living in 

Unity Consciousness. This is what the new Golden Age is really all about. 

Living Presence to Presence within your families and communities is vital so 

humanity can live in Unity Consciousness during your present window of 

opportunity. When you join together as conscious beings in Councils of Light that 

are dedicated to supporting the Presence of all beings, you then meet as we do 

within a field of Source Love and Light that is always there to support you walking 

the Earth as living masters. 

The solar frequencies that have been coming into your realm since last December 

 



are a tremendous gift that are being given to assist each of you in burning out the 

last remaining fear-based thoughtforms that may still be residing within your 

consciousness. These limiting thoughts and feelings were established many 

thousands of years ago within both the 3rd and 4th dimensional domains of your 

consciousness. As these stored thoughts and feelings are lovingly transmuted out of 

the personal and collective levels of humanity’s consciousness, your Earth will have 

the support to start manifesting more of her higher destiny, which is to be the Heart 

Center of your galaxy. 

Your present alignment with your 

Central Sun is also assisting you in 

merging your mind and your higher 

spiritual centers with your Presence. 

This alignment is preparing those 

higher spiritual centers to be 

educational avenues for teaching you 

about Golden Age living, leadership 

and communities. 

Your thinking mind and the 

information that your brain is carrying 

needs to be fully aligned with your heart in order for you to embody your Presence. 

This means that your mind and your heart need to be functioning as an indivisible 

unit of consciousness. As this becomes a more conscious part of your everyday 

reality, you will move into greater contact with many dimensions that are a part of 

your ancient memory grid. Your stellar awareness is connected into codes of Light 

that are presently being awakened within your crystalline DNA. The awakening of 

these ancient domains of your consciousness is bringing you into a much greater 

alignment with levels of your being that are connected into the overall intelligence 

that abides within your universe. 

You have many geometric keys that are encoded within your DNA that are now 

being opened so they can serve you in anchoring in your new Golden Age and the 

intelligent energy that is presently coming in from the overlighting consciousness of 

your Central Sun. These solar frequencies are presently being illuminated within 

your spiritual centers and the spiritual centers upon, within and above your Earth. 

 

 


